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Abstract

This talk highlights a wide range of (sub)-mm-Wave system-on-chip (SoC) applications from space-borne sensing/detection to re-configurable and secured contactless connectivity. Both active and passive SoCs developed by UCLA/NCTU, including heterodyne-radiometer, mixed-signal spectrometer, thermal imagers, phased-array radars and multiband radio/radars, will be exemplified as size/weight/power-effective means to enable the next generation remote-sensing/detection and compositional analytic instrumentations. Multi-gigabit per second contactless connectors by using mm-Wave carriers have also been developed and commercialized to replace heavy-weight, high-cost, and inflexible mechanical connectors/cables for smartphone, panel display, electrical car, and data-center interconnects. Techniques to augment range and bandwidth of ultra-high speed data links by using multi-band mm-Wave carriers and PAM-4 modulations will also be revealed with key design principle and implementation methods.
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